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The Birth ofa Criminal Code, the Evolution ofCanada's Justice System.

By DESMOND H. BROWN.
Toronto/BuffaloALondon : University ofToronto Press, 1995,1995,505 pp . ($115.00).

Reviewed by WilliamA. Schabas*

Professor DesmondH. Brown has complemented his important study, The
Genesis ofthe 1892 Criminal Code, published in 1990, with this volume of
documents, many of them hitherto inaccessible . Indeed, it was Brown's
complaint that he had been unable to obtain documents held by the
Department of Justice and the National Archives of Canada that prompted
assistant deputy attorney general Bruce MacFarlane to propose that the
files be opened up . Professor Brown himself was asked by officials from
Justice to undertake thejob ofediting the material, and this latest book, The
Birth ofa Criminal Code: TheEvolution ofCanada's Justice System, is the
result.

The collection contains a cross-section of materials that influence the
policy-makingprocess, and that helped to mould the 1892 Code, forerunner of
ourpresent legislation . Thereareletters from individuals and experts, sometimes
annotated with the mention that they had no influence whatsoever on the end
product . In addition, the work contains a selection of briefs, legislative drafts
and correspondence from the archives of important politicians of the time .
Professor Brown has prefaced the collection with a very helpful background
article that is cross-referenced to the documents .

Themost striking impression to emerge fromthese documents is how very
little has changed in criminal law. More than a century later, it seems that we
are still debating the same points . For example, the documents manifest a
substantial interest with sexual offences, a subject that continues to dominate
law reports, the media and Parliamentary debates. Adultery had been an
infraction only in New Brunswick, but it was not retained in the 1892 Code.
Still, it wasn't until the late 1960s that Parliament firmly resolved to keep its
nose out of the bedrooms of the nation. Even in the 1890s, some wise jurists

* William A. Schabas, du Département des sciences juridiques, Université du Québec à
Montréal, Montréal, Québec.
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warned ofthe dangers oflegislatingmorality. Inthe parliamentary debates, one
member explained that such crimes had "crept into the common lawfrom the
earlier ecclesiastical law, and they were rather sins thacrimes." He questioned
whether such crimes should be punished "by long terms of service in the
penitentiary," recommending that "flogging, or something of that sort" was
preferable, and the best deterrent.

There areseveral letters andother documents in the collections concerning
what was called the "girl question". What wasmeant, ofcourse, were statutory
prohibitions on sexual contact with adolescents. One concerned citizen,
troubled that the draft was insufficiently rigorous, described a recent case
involving a brothel-keeper who was acquitted after establishing that she "had
reasonable cause to believe" that the girl was sixteen, when in fact she was
somewhat younger. D.A. Watt- lobbied Minister George A. Drummond on
behalfofthe Societyforthe Protection ofWomenand Children, arguing that the
age of consent be raised "to a point somewhat nearer to civilized decency," and
he proposed sixteen. Parliament did indeed tighten up the requirements,
eliminating the defence of mistake of fact in cases involving adolescents, a
principle that remained intact until the 1980s when it succumbed to sections 7
and 11 (d) ofthe Canadian Charter. Even now, however, thepre-1892 defence
of "reasonable cause" is unacceptable, and today's Code requires an accused
to take "allreasonable steps to ascertain the age ofthe complainant." As for the
age of consent, a century later it remains twelve, in some cases, and fourteen
generally .

The term "pornography" was still unknown, but a prominent Quebec
criminal lawyer, Laurent Genest, wrote the minister to urge measures aimed at
repressing a "new class of crime". He was referring to the "most nefarious
trade" in "photographies [sic] of menandwomentaken in anude state, in most
scandalous, lewd, immoral & indecent attitudes." Genest added that such
photos were being sold "to our youth, to the great corruption of their morals."
The legislation he proposed was fierce and draconian, making it an offence for
a photographer to have lewd photos in his possession without justification or
excuse, "the proof whereofshall he upon him." These extremes were avoided,
but they find an echo in recent amendments to the Code concerning child
pornography .

Jeremy Benthamhadbeenan earlyandaggressiveproponent ofcodification
of the common law. Though his views were frustrated in England, where
serious efforts at codification finally stumbled upon reticent
Parliamentarians, they found a receptive audience in many parts of the
Empire, including Canada. My law professors in Quebec had taught that
codification was ofparticular interestto ourcountrybecause ithelped make
the criminal law accessible to French-speaking lawyers, although there is
not a word in Professor Brown's collection, or for that matter in his earlier
work, to support such ahypothesis . Certainly, the legislative process at the
time was avery English affair, and there are only afew scattered documents
in French in the collection. In one letter, the Queen's Printer, Samuel E.
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Dawson, transmits some amendments to the Deputy Minister in English
only. He says that if he insists on having them in French, "you will have
to get the translator to the Senate out of bed to do it." Dawson's advice :
"Perhaps you can do without French ." Plus ça change .. .

Sometimes it is hard to understand the importance of the material in this
collection . For example, ProfessorBrownseems at times to be almostobsessed
with the salaries of nineteenth-century civil servants . He tells us in his
introductory chapters not only howmuch they made, but what they spent it on,
and where they lived . Andthen we have the documentary proof, as ifto make
sure that we are convinced of what seems, to this writer at least, to be obscure
and unnecessary. Roughly halfof the volume is consumed with the debates
in the House and the Senate . The interest of this material is undeniable,
although the need to reprint it is far from evident . After all, unlike the
documents in the first portion of the book, these debates are readily
available inmostreference libraries. Their republication seems unnecessary
and, might it be added, costly .

Ofcourse, the Canadian Charter wasnot even aglimmer in the eye ofthe
codifiers, although there is considerable evidence of concern with civil rights,
specifically those that protect individuals who are arrested, detained and
charged with offences . The common law equivalents of the Charter rights
foundin sections 7 to 11 were viewed atthe time as fundamentalprinciples, and
there was no suggestion ofeither "reasonable limits" on these rights or of their
suspension, by emergency legislation or otherwise . Also, the relationship
between freedom of expression and criminalization of its abuses became an
importanttheme inthe debates, focusedonthe offenceofcriminal ordefamatory
libel. John King, counsel for the Canadian Press Association, had considerable
success influencing the drafting of the relevant provisions . In one letter, he
wrote: "Most criminal prosecutions for libel are commenced, as far as my
experience goes, by persons of means, but there are occasionally prosecutions
of a purely wanton and vexatious character by persons financially worthless.
Journalists should as faras possiblebeprotectedinsuchcases. .." Although alert
to the dangers of"libel chill", he mayhowever have misjudged the threat to the
press coming from "persons ofmeans" .

Some letters indicate an interest with gun control, andof provision for
thatsubjectinthe codification . Other issues ofconcern include consumption
of tobacco by minors, and that marvelously Canadian offence of leaving a
hole in the ice unattended . As for the latter, in 1892 Parliament treated it
rather lightly, as a "misdemeanor". Themayorof New Glasgow wrote his
ownM.P . in efforts to have the provision strengthened. There is also an
interesting exchange of letters in the collection on the subject of lotteries,
with one missive from a Quebec prosecutor, A.W. Atwater, aimed at
tightening up loopholes in the law. Atwater asked that his communication
remain confidential, "as I do not care to let the lottery people, whom I am
actually prosecuting, know what I consider to be the difficulties on our
way." Atwater could not have imagined that his own employer, the
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government, would eventually take over the lottery business from the
lottery people .

One of the most interesting documents in the entire collection is a
lengthy letter from Justice Henri-Elzéar Taschereau of the Supreme Court
of Canada. Taschereau had not been involved in the discussions when the
draft Code was being adopted, but once the legislation was in force he
sought copies immediately so that he could prepare a third edition of his,
treatise on criminal law. As Professor Brown puts it, the new legislation "gave
himpause" . Justice Taschereau undertook apublic campaign againstthe Code,
to noavail,butalso corresponded with theJustice Minister, Sir JohnThompson.
Apologizing for his absence in the debate prior to adoption, Taschereau
explained that he had "discovered the defects" in the code "accidentally, as it
were".

JusticeTaschereau attacked theCode forbeingincomplete, andmuch ofhis
broadside addressed omissions, in terms of offences, parties and defences .
Incomplete it was, and only in 1955 would Parliament finally eliminate
common law infractions that had continued, for nearly six decades, to co-exist
with those that had been codified . Despite efforts by the Law Reform
Commission of Canada to provide a genuine codification, especially of the
general part of the Code, it still corresponds in large part to the improvised
patchwork thatso annoyedTaschereau. Taschereau's comments also provide
one of the rare considerations of the issue of sentencing, a point whose
absence from most of the documents suggests that it was of little more than
marginal concern. The scope of the death penalty had been considerably
reduced over the years preceding codification, but it continued to apply in
the most serious cases, as did whipping or flogging . Taschereau was not a
penal reformer, andonly wanted to ensure thatthe scheme of sanctions had
some coherence .

Certainly the most striking impression, on this reader at least, is of the
maturity of the debate . In the 1990s, it seems almost impossible to speak of
criminal law reform without unleashing demagogic forces that pander to
sentiments of fear and vengeance in the general public. In the 1890s, the
discussion was serene andintelligent, aimed at addressing realproblems rather
thanimaginaryones . Many,thoughnot all, ofthe arguments andrepresentations
are shown to be cogent and even persuasive. Unlike those of Napoleon, or
Justinian, oreventhe ill-fatedtextofJustice Stephen, upon whichtheCanadian
legislation relied considerably, the 1892 Code bears no name. How typically
Canadian, aproduct ofbureaucrats. Professor Brown's collection provides us
with some new insights not only into criminal law, but also into a legislative
process which with more than a century of hindsight appears to have been
remarkably and surprisingly healthy.
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Undue Exploitation of Violence.

By Department of Justice Canada .
Consultation paper -March 1996 . Pp . 26 . (Free of charge).

Reviewed by Margaret Isabel Hall*

Whether or not Canadian society is actually becoming more violent, and
whether the proliferation of violent imagery is, at least partially, responsible,
representations of violence permeate our public space and many Canadians
don't like it . The perception apparently exists that so much fictitious violence
must have aconsiderable, and considerably malign, impact on the shape of real
life . Although such a link remains debatable, the reduction of media violence
is identified here as a "key component" ofthe federal government's strategy to
reduce violence in society. This Consultation Paper, issuedby the Department
of Justice in March 1996, describes the range of existing voluntary activities
dealing with media violence before considering the direction in which the
federal government should proceed.

The four appendices attached to the Paper detail these existing schemes:
government initiatives, voluntary industrymeasures, including self-regulation,
non-governmental organisations, institutions and community action groups,
and educational materials . The idea, as recommended by the National Crime
PreventionCouncil, is thatthroughthis kindofnon-legislative activity "societal
values" can be changed. This approach pursues meaningful change from the
inside-out: work to change the values ofsociety and violent representation will
lose much of its mainstream appeal and profitability . A legislative prohibition
pursues change from the outside-in : take the violent pictures away and the
gentling ofCanadian society will follow . The particular characteristics of this
problem (the arguable existence of the crucial "link" and the nature of the
problem as one of pervasive media violence, rather than isolated "extreme
cases") favour the non-legislative inside-out approach, the Paper's analysis
suggests, and its consideration of the legislative options available to the
government underscores why this is so .

Analysing possible legal approaches to the problem of "undue exploitation
of violence", the Paper gives priority ofconsideration to the Canadian Charter
ofRights andFreedoms and the protection given to freedom of expression by
s.2(b), characterisedhere as"the cornerstone ofdemocracy" . This "cornerstone
of democracy" will, of course, limit restrictive legislation, although such
legislation may be "saved" by s.l if it can be shown to be reasonable and
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. The Paper notes the

* MargaretIsabel Hall, ofthe Faculty ofLaw, University ofBritish Columbia, Vancouver,
British Columbia.
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equality rights guaranteed by s.15 as pertinent to any s.1 "balancing act" if
the restriction in question can be characterised as protecting vulnerable
groups, but the power of s .2(b) andthe still debatable link between real and
fictional violence may combine to make restrictive legislation impossible .
Nevertheless, there are recommendations under considerationby Parliament
to control the undue exploitation of violence from the outside-in, via
legislation.

Thecurrent Criminal Codedoes notprohibitexcessive violence: "obscenity"
considers excessive violence only in the context of sex:

s.163(8) For the purposes of this Act, any publication a dominant characteristic
ofwhich isthe undueexploitationofsexandanyone ormoreofthefollowingsubjects,
namely crime, horror, cruelty and violence, shall be deemed to.be obscene .
TheStanding Committee on Justice andLegal Affairs, in areporttabled in

November 1994, recommendedthatthe obscenity section ofthe Criminal Code
be amended to include excessive representation ofviolence, orthat aprovision
be created to prohibit the "undue exploitation or glorification ofhorror, cruelty
or violence." The Paper considers the argument that an amendment to the
currentobscenity definition wouldbepreferable tothe creationofanewsection,
as this would not create anewlegal concept but, rather, extend an old one, the
well developed community standard of tolerance based on risk of harm . The
Criminal Code may, however, be entirely the wrong place in which to "do
something" about media violence .

In most circumstances, a criminal prohibition would infringe s.2(b) of
the Charter, and the government would have to meet the s. l "test" . In order
to do so, the government would have to establish on the balance of
probabilities a link betweenexposure to the violent material in question and
harm to society as a whole, a link that has yet to be conclusively proven,
despite the many studies endeavouring to do so . The government would

. also need to show that it hadconsidered less restrictive means of attaining
its objective, and that the course chosen- the criminal sanction- was the
most appropriate means of achieving the specific government objective
(itself reliant on the dubious link): resolving the social harm caused by
violent materials. Because of these restrictions, any viable change to the
Criminal Code could address only the "extreme cases", andshould not be
looked to as a potential "cure" for the problem of pervasive violence : "As
a partial response, it would not address all the representations of violence
in the media, entertainment and advertising industries that the Committee
hadin mind." Casting further doubt on acriminalsolution, the Paper quotes
from The Criminal Law in Canadian Society (a paper issued by, the
government in 1982) which includes among its principles the following
statement : "the criminal law should be employed to deal only with that
conduct for which other means of social control are inadequate or
inappropriate, and in a manner which interferes with individual rights and
freedoms only to the extent necessary for the attainment of its purpose."
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The Paper anticipates the difficulty of enforcing such a law, referring
to the problem which arose in the context of sexual obscenity in the
JorgensenI case of proving that an accused "knew" that the materials he
was selling were "unduly exploitative", not merely concerned with sex.
Finally, such a change to the Criminal Code would entail a similar
amendment to the Customs Tariff. The Paper refers to the difficulty that
police and customs officials have in enforcing changes to the Code and
Tariff, concluding that legislation which cannot be enforced weakens the
rule of law; the brave new world of the Internet and beyond makes this
question ofenforcement particularly fraught (although the Paper goes on to
remind that illegal communication remains illegal in whatever form it
appears, citing the conclusion of the Report of the Information Highway
Advisory Council, Connection, Community, Content: The Challenge ofthe
Information Highway, which recommended the enforcement of existing
Criminal Codeprovisions, together with educational initiatives andindustry
self-regulation, as the most appropriate response to concerns about this new
frontier .)

Pervasive and excessive media violence is a significant social problem, but
the criminal sanction seems unwise here becauseunworkable ; ifable to clearthe
Charter the most significant impact of such legislation on the "public value
system" may be to further devalue the rule of law through the impossibility of
enforcement.

Also of interest here is a discussion of approaches taken by other countries
to the problem of excessive violence in the media. The paper identifies the
problem of violence on television as less critical in Great Britain due to the fact
that two out offour channels are owned and operated by the government itself.
Additionally, the Broadcast Act 19902 which governs television and radio
broadcasting establishes a Commission which develops codes for regulating
violent content on the independents . The Video Recordings Act 19843 has
established a classification system for all videotapedmaterials with twoaims in
mind: to inform the public about the content of videos and to prohibit the
distribution ofthose found to be unsuitable . The Children and Young Persons
(HarmfulPublications) Act4 , though rarely used, is designed to prevent violent
content in material aimed at children .

New Zealand has several statutes regulating media content, which define
"indecency" as "describing, depicting, expressing or otherwise dealing with
matters ofsex, horror, crime, cruelty or violence in amanner that is injurious to
the public good", a definition which is much broader than our ownexclusively
sexual "obscenity". "Indecent" materials can be prohibited .

I R. v . Jorgensen (l995), 43 C.R. (4th) 137 (S.C.C .) .
2 C.42.
3 C.39 .
4 C.28.
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In the United States, there has been no federal regulation ofbroadcasters in
this regard, although one important step towards industry self- regulation
occurred with the enactment of the Children's Television Act 19905 which
allows broadcasters to meet and set standards and guidelines, which they have
done (prior to this they were prohibited from meeting by anti-trust laws). The
Consultation Paper refers to various proposals (as of March 1996) being
considered by Congress, including the mandatoryinstallation of the famed
"V-chip" in all new televisions. The practicalities of the "V-chip" are
provingmore complicated than they first appeared : what will the V-chip do
about violent advertisements or, even more subtly, advertisements for
violent programs? Such problems are inevitable, given the definitive
messiness of this issue, and the unfolding saga of the V-chip will tell us a
greatdeal about the feasibility of standards wherethe freedomofexpression
is a primary ideological virtue .

Laundering and Tracing.

Edited by P.B.H. BIRKS.

Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995, Pp. xxxv, 353 ($121.50) .

Reviewed by M.H. Ogilvie*

Laundering andTracing brings togetherpapers presentedat twoseminars atAll
Souls College, Oxford, sponsoredby the Society ofPublic Teachers ofLaw and
organisedby the Regius Professor ofCivilLaw, Peter Birks. The first seminar
was devoted to tracing and the second to defences, especially bona fide
purchase, change of position and ministerial receipt. Tracing has once more
become important because ofthe globalincrease inmoney-laundering offunds
derivedfrom drug trafficking andinternationalterrorism. TheEuropeanUnion
enacted a Directive on Money Launderingl in 1990, which has now been
followed by member state legislation putting its provisions into effect in the
national laws of the member of states, including the United Kingdom.2

547 U.S.C . 303. See Feldman, Comment (1996) 39 How. L. J. 587.
* M.H . Ogilvie, Department ofLaw, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario.

The title "Birks : Laundering and Tracing" at [1996] 75 Can. Bar Rev. 631 was
inadvertently applied to Dr. M.H . Ogilvie's review ofDavid Walker's "A Legal History
of Scotland - The Seventeenth Century" .

t CouncilDirective91/308/EEC(Ol/1991/Ll66/77) . ThisDirectiveistobeunderstood
in the context of the UnitedNations Convention AgainstIllicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances (Vienna Convention), Vienna, 20 December 1988 .

2 CriminalJusdceAct(U.K),1993,PartlIIandMoneyLaunderingRegulationsS11993/1933 .
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Theaimofthelegislation is to determoney-laundering through thecriminal
law and to obstruct it by compelling banks and other financial institutions to
require greater disclosure of information about customers and the sources of
funds placed on deposit . Although the legislation does not directly change the
civil law, it is clear that victims and their insurers will increasingly seek
restitution offunds wrongfully gained and, to do so, will need to tracethe funds
claimed, through the intricate web of accounts and property-transactions
through which such funds are typically passed to disguise their origins.
Restitutionary principles will increasingly come under judicial scrutiny for
fairness since the defendants in such civilcases are likely tobe equally innocent
of knowledge or involvement in the money-laundering activities and equally
easy targets for defamed plaintiffs, such as bankers, lawyers and legitimate
business enterprises in which the money has been properly invested.

Thelaw relating to tracing has until nowbeen relatively under-utilized and
not clearly understood. An increase in cases, however, especially in England,
is now leading to greater development in principle and sophistication in
application of the procedure, so the timely appearance of this volume is to be
welcomed . Theeleven essays it contains exemplify how outstanding doctrinal
legal scholarship, of a kind now largely absentfrom Canadian law faculties and
legal writing, can illuminate difficult factual situations which require justice
and fairness in the definition of and application of the common law.

The volume begins with an essay by Professor David Hayton, entitled
"Equity's Identification Rules" ; it addresses the threshold issue ofidentifying
the equitable rules which tell us whether one asset maybe traceable to another.
Whatis principally traced is value, and the rules help to determine whether and
to what extent value in one asset may be located at another point in time in
anotherasset. Tracing, the applicationoftheidentificationrules, isdistinguished
from claiming, the assertion ofa rightwhich has been selected. However, in the
third essay by Stephen Moriarty, "Tracing, Mixing and Laundering," the view
thatvalue is traced, not assets, is challenged, and the more traditional view, that
what thelawis really doing is treating the entirety ofthe fund as subjectto a lien
is advanced. In the final essay, Professor Birks casts considerable doubt on the
issue andconcludes with Professor Hayton that the essential characteristic of
tracing is the tracing of value through substitute assets .

Inanamusingessay, "TheLegalandMoralLimitsofCommonLawTracing,",
whichattimes seemsto coverlife, theuniverse andeverythingelse, Professor Paul
Matthews further considers the relationship between tracing and the nature of
property and property rights . Through an exploration of a set of both real and
hypothetical cases ofconsiderableintricacy, Professor Matthews explores how the
common law has or mayunderstand what it has done in tracing andconcludes that
it is still too early to definitively state how tracing operates or ought to operate .

A more practical approach is taken in the fourth essay by HelenNorman,
"Tracing theProceeds ofCrime: An Inequitable Solution?", which analyzes the
recent legislation and case law on money laundering, as does the fifth essay by
Simon Gleeson, "The Involuntary Launderers : The Banker's Liability for
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Deposits of the Proceeds of Crime," whose title accurately,describes the paper.
This essay is of particular interest to banking lawyers since it concludes with
some helpful observations onhowbanks mayuse internal checking procedures
to protect themselves from becoming "involuntary launderers" .

Theremaining five papers in this collection are concerned with defences to
a claim for tracing . The recognition by the House of Lords in 1991 in Lipkin
Gorman v. Karpanale Ltd.3 of the defence of change of position probably
signalled a significant change in judicial approaches to tracing, since the
defence will likely afford greater protection to the innocent recipients of
wrongfully misappropriatedfunds than the core notion ofunjust enrichment. In
chaptersix, "ChangeofPosition" andchapterseven, "After ChangeofPosition :
Good Faith Exchange in the Modern Law of Restitution," Richard Nolan and
Kit Barker, respectively, explore the ramifications ofthe Lipkin Gorman decision .
Nolan rightly suggests that the kinds of questions to which the courts should be
expected to give answers, in order to achieve the balancing of plaintiff and
defendant interests, include the kind of defendant who may avail himself of the
defence, the kind ofaction to which the defence applies andthe kind of change of
position which might limit, diminish or extinguish the defendants's obligation to
make restitution. Barker argues that the defence of bonafide purchase for value
withoutnotice isnotasub-species ofthedefence ofchange ofposition, andappears
to have resolved that debate for good, forcing Professor Birks in his final chapter
to renounce this position which he had advocated as heretical and wrong.

In chapter nine, "Failure of Consideration," Professor Ewan McKendrick
deals with the question of whether counter-restitution is in itself a defence and
concludes thatitisnot, simply statingthatitistheprinciple thataplaintiffwhoseeks
restitution must surrender to the defendant any benefit received from the legal
connection. Professor McKendrick showshow difficult itis to identify the actual
principles in this area because the case law is so fragmented. Finally, in chapters
nine and ten, William Swadling andPro&ssdr Francis Rose, respectively, explore
"MinisterialReceipt"and "Passing On," again demonstrating with great elegance
the difficult and fragmentary nature ofthe law in relation to- these defences .

As this review demonstrates, it is notpossible in the space ofabookreview
to do more than state the contents ofavolume such as Tracing andLaundering
and to give some indication of the importance of its contents . All ofthe essays
are detailed, thoughtful, highly intelligent and articulate, exemplifying English
legal writing about difficult and protracted subjects at its very best . In an area
in which the global nature of the problem should require a uniform and
consistent set oflegalprinciples appliedto cases across thejurisdictions, it is clear
from this volume that the Englishjudiciary and academy are taking the lead in
developing fundamental doctrinal principles for application to some of the most
complex and sophisticated legal issues facedto date by both the common andcivil
law systems. This volume deserves to be known and consulted by Canadian
lawyers andjudges as they too come to grips with these problems in the future .

[199112A.C. 548 (H.L.) .
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Explorations in Difference : Law, Culture and Politics.

By JONATHAN HART AND RICHARD BAUMAN, EDS.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996.

Reviewed by Rebecca Johnson*

". . the politics of community, need not and indeed cannot be an all-or-
nothing affair; as the negotiation of differences, it is not a zero-sum game
inwhich oneeitherwins or loses. It is inevitablyapolitics ofcommunication
in which history is made, notby victories and defeats, but by the diplomacy
of confrontation and accommodation, that is by the simple recognition that
differences are not absolute and that others are potential partners just as
partners are potential others".1

The recognition that differences are not absolute may be simple, but the
practical consequences and theoretical wanderings inspired by this
recognition have been far from simple . Debates in law, politics and culture
have long struggled against the sense of being high-centred on complex
questions of identity politics and the dilemmas of equality and difference .
Is difference something to be accepted, accommodated, surmounted, or
denied?

This collection ofarticles participates in the `diplomacyofconfrontation
and accommodation' surrounding questions of differene .2 Eight scholars
from differing backgrounds offer their thoughts and observations on
"difference" . These observations cover awide range ofviews, and illustrate
differing levels of ambivalence with respect to difference and its
implications .

In the introduction, editors Hart and Bauman draw together the themes and
questions which link these differing essays, to create a cogent whole. They do
so by first situating the articles in the context ofdebates around the postmodern
condition . While their brief summary of postmodernism will probably not
convertthesceptic or unbeliever, itdoes provide a contextforthe articles which
follow . Itdrawsthereader's attentionto those recurrentthemesofpostmodernism
which surface throughout the book: the relationship ofpower to powerlessness
andthe individual to the state or community; theproblem of "identity" ; the role

* Rebecca Johnson, of the Faculty of Law, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton,
NewBrunswick.

I R. Chambers at 61 .
2Earlierversions ofthe essays were originally presented at theconference afterwhich

the collection was named, held at the University of Alberta in 1992 .
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of reason and enlightenment thinking in creating current dilemmas ; and the
possibility ofsolvingthese problems giventhe incommensurability ofdifferent
individuals, groups,orcultures in communicating andconstructing communities .
The introduction also emphasizes that the postmodern condition is a place of
contradictions and ambivalences . Withthis context set, thereader is well placed
to identify the ways in which the essays in the collection reveal dimensions of
postmodern practice: self-reflexivity and ambivalence with respect to the
libratory potential ofdifference .

The essays are divided into two sections : "Theoretical Accounts", and
"Instances" . The firstsection, "TheoreticalAccounts", establishes a contextfor
postmodern inquiries into difference. It begins with a contribution by Ross
Chambers (French and Comparative Literature, Michigan) . In "No Montagues
Without Capulets : Some Thoughts on Cultural Identity", he explores the
cultural practice of scapegoating . Culture, he argues, is not a principle of
identity but a precondition ofcommunity, which is itself a precondition of
communication . Communication, he adds, exists only where there are
differences to negotiate . Scapegoating permits one group to portray another
group as "different", but in a way that erases the differences within the
scapegoated group. By presenting the "other" as monolithic inits difference,
scapegoating makes it possible for the scapegoating group to see
communication with the scapegoated group as unnecessary; there are no
differences to negotiate . Chamber's exploration of theory leads him to
suggest possible (and perhaps even plausible) strategic plans of action for
"scapegoated" groups . He suggests that the important politics of identity
could be followed by a politics of self-affirmation and a politics of
invitation, where the scapegoated attempt to absorb the "scapegoating"
community into their already diverse group .

JenniferNedelsky(PoliticalScience, Toronto) followswith "Reconceiving
Rights as Relationships", exploring the ways in which current forms of "rights
talk" pose difficulties for those concerned with difference . For her, the
fundamental premise of constitutional rights is equality. But what is the
meaning ofequal moral worthgiven thereality thatinalmost every conceivable
concrete way people are not equal, but are vastly different? How can society
structure relations of equality among people with many different concrete
inequalities? She suggests that rights talk, though important, is dangerously
one-sided: ithelps peopleavoid seeingthe relationships ofwhichthey areapart.
She suggests greater vigilance inthe use ofrights talk, and atighter focus on the
relationships that our rights structure . Such an approach better reveals the
connections between society's powers to exclude and, for example, the
plight of the homeless . She concludes with a concrete application of her
theory, examining the question of whether property rights belong in the
Charter.

The third article is an essay by Christopher Norris (English Studies,
Communication and . Philosophy, University of Wales at Cardiff) titled,
"Enlightened Pursuits : Truth-Seeking Discourse and PostModern Scepticism."
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Norris focuses on postmodern critiques ofthe Enlightenment and ofnotions of
truth-seeking and progress . While agreeing that these critiques are important,
Norris suggests thatin them, postmodernism sometimes risksthrowingthebaby
out withthe bathwater. He argues that there is a needto re-valueEnlightenment
criteria oflogic, reason, andreflexive auto-critique, criteria which help us resist
the dogmatic imposition of ideas which derive their authority from mystified
notions ofabsolute transcendent truth. Radical theory, Norris concedes, is often
experienced as having disabling political consequences (a point made by many
critics ofpostmodernism and deconstruction). Norris suggests acounterweight :
a focus on distinguishing different orders oftruth claims . There is a difference
between truth imposed by arbitrary fiat, and claims to truth advanced in the
public sphere of open argumentative debate . Norris argues that people need to
standmore firmly before those whosuggestthat we have the unenviable choice
ofbeing dupes or inquisitors, victims or agents ofwill to powermasquerading
as critical reason . The challenge is not to reject truth, but rather, to
reinscribe truth in ways that re-value consensus, good faith, lucidity, rigor
and criticism .

Thesectionconcludes with, "Some DisquietAbout Difference"byChristine
Sypnowich (Philosophy, Queen's) . In articulating her disquiet, Sypnowich
does not dismiss the importance of thinking about difference . However, her
focus is on the relationship of theories of difference to concrete strategies for
political change . The danger, she argues, is not in talking about difference or
identity . Rather, the danger is in making identity the primary focus of
political claims . It is inequality rather than difference thatmust be the focus
of strategies for change . Difference must be acknowledged, but notjust for
its ownsake: the idea is to remedy those injustices that are the consequence
ofdifference . She also cautions against deconstructing into the dust notions
of rights and the ideal of impartiality . Echoing the themes raised in earlier
articles, she argues that rights are an important correlate of difference :
rights give us grounds for a commitment to an entity outside our disparate
identities .

The second section of the collection, "Instances", contains essays which
provide applications of postmodern theories of difference to particular issues .
It opens with a contribution by Sheila Noonan (Law, Queen's) . In "Pertaining
to Connection: Abortion and FeministLegal Theory", Noonan seeks to broaden
the scope of stories told about both feminist legal theory and reproduction . In
particular, she argues that Robin West's formulation of women as "connected"
is problematic in its tendency to flatten the complexity of women's lives.
Thatis, women's stories ofreproduction exceed the boundaries ofseparation
and connection emphasized by some feministlegal theories . Thecomplexity
of women's differences, she argues, may provide valuable insights . The
very diversity and range of stories may help theorists better identify
patterns of injustice, justice, connection and difference, and thus help to
buildconnections across differencewithouterasing those differences in the
process .
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In his essay, "When Legal Cultures Collide," Richard Devlin (Law,
Dalhousie) speaks to the value ofpostmodernism, while expressing concern
about the disengagement and political quietism which it sometimes
engenders . Devlin argues that the, postmodern focus on texts and
epistemology is absolutely necessary yetnonetheless insufficient for those
who seek to achieve a society of both inclusion and difference . This
postmodern focus, he argues, must be supplemented by an emphasis on
both politics and ethics . He attempts such an integration in his examination
of the Irish hunger strike of 1981 . This examination resists the tendency
towards disengagement and political quietism, while providing an
opportunity to reflect on that enduring question of social theory : the
relationship between structure and agency .

ClaudeDenis (Sociology,Alberta) contributes "Rights and SpiritDancing:
AboriginalPeoples Versus theCanadianState".. Here,Denis creates acomplexly
layered discussion, focusing both on conflicts between aboriginal and anglo
Canadian culture, andon anglo-/franco-Canadian culture . Denis sets the stage
forhis discussionby noting the ways inwhich"there is an antagonism being set
up between the claims ofQuebec and the claims of aboriginals, with the latter
beingusedin english-speaking Canada to undermine the former ." 3 Denis looks
at the commonalities between Quebec and aboriginal claims, noting the irony
that this commonality is expressed as an antagonism rather than an alliance .
These questions lead him to pose additional ones about the extent to which
communication is possible between cultures . He turns his attention to a British
Columbia case (Thomas v. Norris) dealing with the aboriginal ritual of "spirit
dancing" . His examination of the case makes acompelling read, and leads him
to conclude that communication between cultures maybe more difficult than
some have thought. However, he does not suggest the impossibility ofthe task.
Rather,hesuggests thatcommunicationispossible, butthatitrequiresknowledge
of the difficulties of the task .

Thefinal essayin thecollection is by PatriciaMcCallum (English, Calgary) .
In "RewritingtheEnlightenment: Allegory andTrauerspiel inAlejoCarpentier's
El Siglo de las luces",McCallumexplores the limitstothe emancipatory project
oftheEnlightenment as worked out in Carpentier's novel, whose title translates
as `A Century ofEnlightenment' . McCallum's essayis one ofthe more difficult
ones in the collection . As a legal reader, I found I had to do more work than I
had anticipatedto connectthis article to the collection as a whole. However, for
the reader willing to follow McCallum into the world of literature, there are
connections to be made. Focusing on the techniques of allegory, she provides
a reading of both the novel and the enlightenment which suggests that the
outcome is "more than a little uncertain",4 and which focuses attention on
obscurities, instabilities, and the possibility of something new. Thus, the

3 At 201.
4 At 240.
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collection closes much as it began, with a sharp focus on the contradictions and
ambivalences inherent in the postmodern condition .

This collection willbe ofgreat interest to those whoare concerned with the
day to day dilemmas of difference . The question in this book is not just "what
difference does differencemake?" but is also "whatdo we make ofdifference?"
and "what difference does it make how we think of and theorize those
differences?" This book does not settle the debates over difference. In fact, it
suggests that the debates are there to be participated inrather than settled. Those
seeking straightforwardanswers will findthemselves disappointed . The tentative
answers implied in this collection carry the markings of a postmodern
ambivalence: suggestions ofnewpossibilities walkhandinhandwithobscurities
and instabilities .Theseessaysproposelines ofinquiry ratherthan solutions, and
encourage the reader to participate in those inquiries . As aworkthat participates
in the diplomacy of confrontation and accommodation, this collection is a
success.

Hearsay and Confrontation in Criminal Trials .

By ANDREW L.-T. CHOO
Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1996 . Pp . xxx + 236. ($94.50) .

Reviewed by Hamish Stewart*

In a series of cases decided since 1990, the Supreme Court of Canada has
revolutionized the law of hearsay. The traditional approach, in which hearsay
was inadmissible unless it came within one of the recognized common law
exceptions or was admissible by statute, has been supplemented by a
"principled approach", in which otherwise inadmissible hearsay may be
admitted if itis necessary andreliable .I Yet the precise principles which are

* Hamish Stewart, ofthe Faculty ofLaw, University ofToronto, Toronto, Ontario . I thank
Alan Mewett for reading a draft of this review .

t This approach was first articulated by McLachlin J. in R. v. Khan, [1990] 2 S.C.R.
531 . It was possible to interpret Khan as creating a new common law exception for
statements by children ; but in R. v. Smith, [1992] 2 S.C.R. 915, the Supreme Court stated
that theprincipled approach had amuchbroader application. SinceSmith, the courthassaid
that the principled approach governs the admissibility ofprevious inconsistent statements
fortheir truth(R. v. B. (K.G.), [1993] 1S.C.R . 740) and the admissibility oftestimony from
a preliminary inquiry, where that testimony is not admissible under the Criminal Code, s.
715 (R. v. Hawkins, [1996] S.C.J. No. 117 (QL)).
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supposed to govern the "principled" approach remain somewhat elusive.2
Andrew L.-T. Choo's lucid survey and persuasive critique of the English
law of hearsay3 may well be of some assistance in the development of
appropriate principles .

Choo begins with a discussion of the rationales for excluding hearsay . His
treatment ofthe argument that hearsay is unreliable breaks no newground, but
is admirably clear and complete . The trier of fact's assessment of any witness
depends on its assessment of the witness's sincerity and ability to perceive,
recall, andnarrate the incidents in question. Choo emphasizes the familiarpoint
that when the evidence is hearsay, the trier offactmust assess thesetestimonial
factors at one removefrom the maker ofthe statement,4 so that each testimonial
factorhas its corresponding "hearsay danger". He examines each ofthese four
factorsin detail, with reference tothepsychological literature ontestimony.5
But, in addition to the argument that hearsay is unreliable, Choo considers
a number of extrinsic rationales for excluding hearsay: he draws on the
work of certain American academics who suggest, for example, that the
hearsay rule reinforces the participatory nature of the trial and helps to
protect the accused by ensuring that the prosecution has to produce its
witnesses.6

Choo then moves to a systematic examination ofjudicial treatment of the
rule and its exceptions? The theme of this examination is that, in light of the
internal and extrinsic reasons for excluding hearsay, both the rule against
hearsay itselfandthe standardexceptions to therule are inadequately rationalized
andfrequentlyperverse. This unfortunate state ofthe lawhas threeconsequences .
First, the rule against hearsay sometimes requires the exclusion of highly
reliable evidence.$ Second, because the rule sometimes operates in this way,

2 M. Rosenberg, "B.(K.G.) - Necessity and Reliability : The New Pigeon-holes"
(1993) 19 C.R. (4th) 69 ; A.W. Mewett, "Editorial: Hearsay after Smith" (1993) 35 C.L.Q .
273 ; D.A.R . Thompson, "The SupremeCourtGoesHunting andNearly Catches aWoozle"
(1995) 37 C.R . (4th) 282 ; S . Schiff, Evidence in the Litigation Process, 4th ed., vol. 1
(Scarborough : Carswell, 1993) at 479-81 .

3 A.L.-T. Choo, Hearsay and Confrontation in Criminal Trials (Oxford : Clarendon
Press, 1996) .

4Ibid. at 16-21 .
5 Ibid. at 22-37.
6 Ibid. at 37-43.
7 Ibid., chapters 3, 4, and 5 .
sTo illustrate this point, ChoodiscussesR. v.'Kearley, [199212A.C.228 (H.L .),where

thepolice, while seizing drugs at the accused's residence, received numerous phone calls
andvisits frompersons seeking to purchase drugs fromthe accused. TheCrown offeredthe
officers' report ofthese calls and visits to show that the accused possessed the drugs forthe
purposeoftrafficking.AmajorityoftheHouse ofLordsheldthatthephone callswerehearsay,
since each caller, in trying to buy drugs from Kearley's residence, was impliedly asserting,
"Kearley is a drug dealer", and that the evidence must be excluded, because it fit into no
recognized exceptiontotherule againsthearsay (Kearley, supraat246 perLordBridge,at255
per Lord Ackner, and at272-273 per Lord Oliver ; Choo, supra footnote 3 at 77-80) .
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courts are sometimes driven to avoid it by finding an implausible non-hearsay
characterization forhearsay evidence . 9 The third consequence concerns the
exceptions to the rule . These exceptions should, in principle, enable courts
to deal honestly and straightforwardly with reliable hearsay ; but, since the
exceptions are not always rationally motivated, they sometimes permit the
introduction ofevidence thatis notreliable at all . Forexample, "a declaration
made when the declarant was under a settled and hopeless expectation of
death is admissible in evidence, in a homicide prosecution, to prove the
cause of the declarant's death." lo The original rationale for this exception
was that was that when a person faces death, he or she has no motive to lie
and every reason to tell the truth: the declarant has nothing more to gain in
this world and everything to fear in the next . Choo points out that this
rationale is unlikely to be valid in a modern society, where many varieties
of religiousbeliefcompete less with each other than with non-belief; yet the
exception continues to be recognized . I I On the other hand, if the rationale
remains valid, there is no reason to limit it to homicide cases ; yet the
exception has never been extended where the accused was charged with
something else . 12 Choo analyses other common law exceptions andreaches
similar conclusions .

These defects in the rules governing hearsay are well-recognized ; the real
question is what to do about them . The approach taken by the Supreme Court
of Canada was to create a residual or "principled" exception to the rule against

9On this point, consider therule that a witness's previous, out-of-court, identification
of the accused is admissible to identify the accused as the offender, where the witness
cannot identify the accused in court . R. v. Osbourne, [1973] Q.B . 678 (C.A .) ; R. v .
Swanston (1982), 65 C.C.C . (2d) 453 (B.C.C.A .). Ithasbeen suggested in some cases that
such evidenceis not hearsay, because "theevidenceis adduced merely to prove the factof
the identification, rather than the fact that the person identified was the perpetrator of the
offence ." Choo, supra footnote 3 at 53, outlining the reasoning ofGibbs C.J . and Murphy
J . in Alexander v . The Queen (1981), 145 Commonwealth L.R . 395 . The fallacy of
this argument is simple : the fact that the witness previously identified the accused ("I
recognize that man") is ofno relevance unless it isjoined with the witness's previous
statement that the accused was the offender ("I recognize thatman as the person who
committed the offence") . Choo therefore suggests that the rule in Osbourne, supra,
should be recognized as an exception to the rule against hearsay : Choo, supra
footnote 3 at 54-55 . This view is supported by R, v . Langille (1990), 59 C.C.C . (3d)
545 (Ont. C.A .) (although in that case the evidence was admissible even though the
witness did identify the accused in court) .

10 Choo, supra footnote 3 at 106.
1 1 Choo discusses a series ofcases from Papua New Guinea, where the exception

was ultimately held to apply both where the declarant's beliefs about life after death
did notinclude the expectation that he would meet his Maker, and where the declarant
had no religious belief at all. R. v. Kipali-Ikarum, [1967-8] P . & N.G.L.R . 119 ; R. v.
Ambimp, [1971-2] P.& N.G.L.R . 258, as cited by Choo, supra footnote 3 at 107 . The
exception was recognized in Canada as recently as 1958 : R . v . Jurtyn, [1958] O.W.N.
355 (C.A.) .

12 Choo, supra footnote 3 at 108 .
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hearsay, basedon the twincriteria ofnecessity and reliability .13 Chooproposes
another path:

I would propose that the hearsay rule and its exceptions, as presently constituted, be
abolished. The admissibility inevidenceofout-of-courtstatements shouldbejustified
on a case-by-case basis, and accused persons should have a right ofconfrontation . ..
Thus, evidence of all out-of-court statements should be regarded as prima facie
inadmissible on behalf of the prosecution . In order to secure admissibility, the
prosecution must satisfy the trialjudge thatthe maker ofthe statement is either being
called as awitness . . . or is unavailable . Ifthe prosecutionis ableto do so, the evidence
shouldbe admissible so long as the prosecution also satisfies the trialjudge that it is
sufficiently reliable to be left to the jury for its evaluation.14

Choo argues that the requirement that the declarant be unavailable "reflects
considerations ofextrinsic policy by emphasizing the role of confrontation as
an expression of the importance ofparticipation in acriminal trial." 15 He thus
regards therequirement ofunavailability notjust as apractical thresholdforthe
admission ofhearsay, but as "reflect[ing] themoralvalue ofensuring, wherever
possible, face-to-face confrontation between a defendant and those whose
statements, are beingused against her orhim. ,, 16 He nonetheless provides along
andopen-ended list of situations where adeclarant wouldbe "unavailable." If
the declarant is unavailable, Choo proposes that the reliability of the hearsay
statement be assessed with specific reference to the four hearsay dangers that
motivate judicial distrust of hearsay; rather than assuming that any given
categorical exception can adequately compensate for the hearsay dangers, the
court should assess each one in each case.l7 But where hearsay evidence is
tenderedby the defence, therequirementofunavailability shouldnotbeapplied
strictly, since theCrownhasno "right ofconfrontation" ; the focus shouldbe on
reliability .18 This regime, Choo argues, wouldmakeforfairerandmore rational
decision-making on hearsay evidence without any significant loss in the
certainty andpredictability of the law.19

13 See the cases cited in footnote 1, supra. Choo interprets the Canadian "principled
approach" as an additional exception, rather than as a wholly new approach : Choo, supra
footnote 3 at 169; see also Thompson, supra footnote 2 at 291-92 ; Schiff, supra footnote
2 at 479. Afact situation where a hearsay declarationfit one ofthe standard exceptionsbut
wasunnecessary, orinsufficiently reliable, to be admissible underthe principled approach
wouldforcetheCourttodeterminewhetherthe"principled approach"replacesorsupplements
the existing common law hearsay rules. See Rosenberg, supra footnote 2 at 71 .

14 Choo, supra footnote 3 at 192-93, footnotes omitted.
15 Ibid. at 193.
16 Ibid. at 185.
17 Ibid. at 194-95.
18Ibid. at 196; compareR. v. Williams (1985),18C.C.C . (3d) 356 at 378 (Ont. C.A.) .
19 Choo, supra footnote 3 at 196-98 . Much of what Choo says regarding the

desirability ofdetermining the reliabilityofhearsay evidence on a case-by-case basis with
referencetothehearsay dangershasbeen said before : seeE.M. Morgan, "Hearsay Dangers
and the Application of the Hearsay Concept" (1948) 62 Harv. L.R . 177; S. Schiff,
"Evidence-Hearsay andtheHearsay Rule : AFunctional View" (1978) 56 Can. BarRev.
674; Thompson, supra footnote 2 at 299.
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As Choo points out, areform of this magnitude would, atleast in England,
require legislative intervention .20 Butmany aspects of his proposal could be
judicially incorporated into the Supreme Court's "principled approach", and
wouldprovide much-needed guidance on the elements that go to the necessity
and reliability of an out-of-court statement. Choo's invocation of something
likea "right ofconfrontation"couldhelp todiscipline the conceptof"necessity",
the scope of which remains unclear since out-of-court statements have been
held to be "necessary" even where the declarant is available as a witness21
Similarly, Choo's attempt to link the admissibility ofhearsay with the hearsay
dangers could help structure the concept of reliability. To see this point,
consider the facts in Smith . The accused was charged with murder and his
defence was alibi . The court considered the admissibility of three phone calls
from the victim to her mother . In the first and second, the victim stated that she
hadbeen abandoned by the accused and needed a ride home . In the third, she
stated, "Larry [the accused] has come back and I no longer need a ride." The
third call was crucial to the Crown's case ; if admitted for its truth and believed,
it wouldput the victim in the accused's company shortly beforethe murderwas
committed. The Supreme Court held that the first and second calls were
admissible under the principled approach, but that the third was not. Various
factorsindicatedtheunreliabilityofthethirdcall : eyewitnessevidence suggested
that the victim may not have had a chance to observe whether the accused was
presentbefore making thecall; thevictim'smotherhadurged her toacceptaride
from one Philip, whom the victim feared and distrusted, which might have
encouraged the victim to lie about the accused's presence in order to avoid
Philip ; andthe victim "wastravelling underan assumed name andusing a credit
card which she knew was either stolen or forged."22 While all of these factors
do indeed affect the reliability ofthe declaration, LamerC.J.C . does not explain
whythey go to admissibility ratherthan weight, or how the last one in particular
provides a sharp distinction between the first two declarations and the third.
Choo's approach would link these factors to the question of the declarant's
sincerity and ability to perceive, and would further explore any circumstances
that might be relevant to the declarant's ability to recall and describe the events
in question. Perhaps nothing would be gained in Smith itself from considering
the other hearsay dangers ; but Choo's more structured approach wouldprovide
muchbetter guidanceto judges grappling with the twin criteria ofnecessityand
reliability than anything the Supreme Court has said so far 23

2° Choo, supra footnote 3 at 198.
21 B.(K G.), supra footnote 1 ;R. v. U.(F.J.) (1995), 42 C.R . (4th) 133 (S.C.C.) ; but see

R. v.Aguilar(1992),77 C.C.C . (3d)462 (Ont .C.A.).Mewett, supra footnote2, characterizes
the court's discussion ofnecessity in Smith, supra footnote 1, as "cryptic".

22 Smith, supra footnote 1 at 936.
23Schiff, suprafootnote2 at479 criticizes thecourt inSmith for disregarding the work

of Morgan and other commentators . Mewett, supra footnote 2 at 274, suggests that the
decision in Smith "is long on enthusiasm and rather short on a consideration of the
difficulties faced by trialjudges andcounsel . . . in taming that enthusiasm tothe exigencies
of a trial."
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I do have some quibbles about Choo's book . His treatment of extrinsic
rationales for the rule against hearsay does not extendto a very clear discussion
ofwhich ofthose rationales he wouldhimself adopt, his treatment ofthevarious
reform options covers a lot of ground but seems to have been cut short rather
arbitrarily, and his enthusiasm for overturning the rule againstthe admission of
prior consistent statements overlooks the real concerns about process that
inform the rule24 But, onthe whole, this monograph is a very valuable addition
to the literature on hearsay, particularly in ajurisdiction such as ourownwhere
the rule against hearsay is changing rapidly.

Equality of Women in the Legal Profession:A Facilitator's Manual.

By DR. SHEILAHMARTIN AND GAYLENE SCHELLENBERG .
Ottawa : Canadian Bar Association, 1995 .

Reviewed by Rosalind Currie*

This comprehensive teaching Manual contains a blueprint for conducting
educational sessions about the equality ofwomen in the legalprofession. The
material is designed to provide practical information and suggestions for
facilitators and educators delivering programs of this nature in a legal
workplace, such as a law firm, corporate or government department. The
Manualalsoprovidessubstantive background informationnecessaryforsession
leaders todrawupon when designinganddelivering educational sessions about
equality issues and to assist them in answering difficult questions often
posed by participants . While issues concerning racial discrimination,
discrimination against lesbians and women with disabilities within the
legal profession are raised in the materials, more attention should have
beenpaidto these issues to ensure that all aspects ofgender discrimination
were adequately addressed.

Dr. Sheilah Martin, Professor of Law at the University of Calgary, and
Gaylene Shellenberg, Legal Policy Analyst at the National Office of the
Canadian Bar Association, have adapted materials originally prepared by

24 Choo, supra footnote 3 at 51, would admit prior consistent statements simply
"[w]here there has been achallenge to the truth ofa witness's testimony" . But a challenge
to truthfulness is sufficiently commonthatone can imagine Choo's ruleleading simply to
a practice of having witnesses swear pre-trial affidavits containing the substance oftheir
anticipated evidence . This would add nothing but cost to the trial process .
* Rosalind Currie, ofEquality Matters! Consulting, Vancouver, British Columbia .
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Jennifer Koshan for the Law Society ofAlberta toproduce Equality ofWomen
in theLegalProfession:AFacilitator'sManuall fortheCanadianBarAssociation
(CBA). These materials, endorsed by the Standing Committee on Equality of
the Canadian Bar Association, were introduced and discussed on November 25
and 26, 1995 at a two day meeting in Ottawa called Touchstones II, Strategy,
Education andEvaluation. Over 100 lawyers interested inpromoting women's
equality in thelegalprofession attended the meeting to discuss ways to assist the
legal workplace to become more inclusive, diverse and accommodating of
different needs.

This Manual builds on the work of the CBA's Task Force on Gender
Equality, which, chaired by Madame Justice Bertha Wilson, produced
Touchstonesfor Change : Equality, Diversity and Accountability .2 The Task
Force on Gender Equality was established by the Canadian Bar Association in
August 1991, to inquire into andmake recommendations for the improvement
of the status of women within the legal profession . The mandate of the Task
Force was-

:
	toinquire into and make recommendations for the improvementofthe

tatus of women within the legal profession, with particular reference to
parentalleave, alternativework arrangements, upwardmobility,professional
development, remuneration, hiring practices, childcare, sexualharassment,
multiple discrimination and encouraging women lawyers to remain in the
profession;

" to inquire into and make recommendations respecting gender bias
within the Canadian Bar Association;

"

	

to refer to the Canadian Bar Association substantive and procedural
laws raising issues of gender equality ;

"

	

toundertake extensive consultations and act as a conduit for collection
and distribution of information regarding initiatives on gender equality . 3

The Report found there was strong and unequivocal evidence that women and
other disadvantaged groups encounter various forms of discrimination at all
levels of the profession.4 The vast majority of women lawyers reported "both

I Dr. Sheilah Martin and Gaylene Shellenberg, Equality of Women in the Legal
Profession : A Facilitator's Manual (Ottawa: Canadian Bar Association, 1995).

2 Canadian Bar Association Task Force on Gender Equality in the Legal Profession,
Touchstonesfor Change : Equality, Diversity andAccountability (Ottawa: Canadian Bar
Association, 1993).

3 Supra footnote 1 at Tab 4, 27 (Module 1) .
4 in addition to the CBA's national study of women in the profession, several law

societies have conducted similar studies within their respective provinces . The Manual
notes the remarkable consistency among the findings ofthe regional reports and those in
Touchstonesfor Change.
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the perception and experience of gender bias in the profession, and the vast
majority ofmenlawyers perceive such genderbias ."5 The authors ofthe Report
characterized the discrimination as systemic and structural . They were of the
view that these deeply-rooted problems stemmed from the fact that the legal
profession was "developed based upon the interests and needs of members of
the profession from atime when those members were almost exclusively white
males.-6 The authors went on to say that with "increased diversity in the
profession, it has become apparent that this is not a neutral mode, and is not
consistent with the concept of an egalitarian and multi-cultural Canadian
society."

The authors of the Facilitators Manual consideredhowto use the findings
andrecommendationsfromthe Touchstones Report todevise anactionplanand
strategy for manifesting change in the legal profession . In the process of
implementing the Report's many recommendations, theCBAhas "attempted to
assist law firms in achieving a better understanding ofthe nature ofthe problem
and in managing the practical difficulties confronted when consideringhow to
rectify existing inequalities .�s This Manual is the CBA'.s attempt, in a very
practical way, to assist law firms and other legâl workplaces to move forward
on the Report'srecommendations forchange.Itprovideseducatorsand facilitators
with tools to assist in theirjob ofhelping to implement changes in the Canadian
legal workplace .

Inthe authors' view, this Manual shouldbe viewed as a "workinprogress".
They advise against viewing this Manual as containing a recipe for success in
educating the legal profession about women's equality issues . Rather, the
authors have tried to provide the necessary framework and information for an
effective presentation, but caution about the difficulties inherent in educating
people on these issues .

With these cautions in mind, the authors believe that educators and
facilitators requiretwo types ofskills, thosethatrelateto substantive knowledge
about inequality, and those that are organizational to ensure an effective
presentation. This Manual provides both and hence is a very practical tool for
anyone contemplating designing an educational program on women's equality
issues for a legal workplace, including law firms, government and corporate
legal departments. Some ofthe information isparticularly focused onlaw firms,
but most of the material can be applied to any legal workplace.

The authors are also oftheview thatfacilitators should be "familiarwith the
background and manifestations of women's inequality in the profession, the
changes required to achieve equality, andhowto implement and monitorthose
changes in the legal workplace, but also how to communicate that knowledge

5 Supra footnote 1 at Tab 4, 29 (Module 1) .
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid., Preface iii .
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in the most effective way possible ."9 To this end, the Manual is "intended to
address both needs, serving as aworking guide for facilitators in delivering the
information contained in a series of modules to legal workplaces, providing
practical suggestions for preparing for and conducting training sessions, and
supplying sufficient details on the substantive background knowledge
required."10 The Manual provides comprehensive background information to
facilitators on the topic areas to be covered in order to ensure that facilitators
have a deep understanding of the issues and subject matter and to provide a
reference for tough questions .

TheManual is genericbut also provides province-specific components .
Often under one issue a sampling ofnational information is provided, rather
than an exhaustiveprovince-by-province account. There is also an indication
where facilitators will need to add regional material, to make the
presentations relevant and specific to the participants' workplace. The
authors have attempted to develop a coherent "framework for change".
Specifically, the Manual:

shows the history of women's exclusion from the profession

provides statistics on current demographics

shows the evidence from many recent reports on gender equality
demonstrating that discrimination remains a problem for the
profession

canvasses the many reasons whythe legalprofession should care about
equality

provides the substantive information in support of each of those
reasons

suggests ways of addressing the denial of the evidence that a problem
exists, and

makes concrete suggestions about how to address the current
inequities

TheManual is divided into a series of modules that can be adapted to suit
a particular legal workplace setting, depending on the circumstances, time
available and needs oftheparticipants. TheManual begins with achapter about
how to plan an educational session on women's inequality for members of the
legal profession . This chapter stresses that both organizational planning and
substantive preparation is necessary. The five modules are:

9 Ibid.
Io Ibid.
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1 . Documenting the Problem of Inequality in the Profession
2. Why Change is Necessary
3. Implementing Change
4. Evaluating Change
5. Conclusion

The material is presented in a large three-ringed binder with numbered
tabs separating each section for easy use. Within each module the material
is well-organized and practical . Each module contains : (i) a Summary
Paragraph; (ii) Facilitator's Objectives in Presenting the Material ; (iii)
Basic Points, which sets out the major points to be covered in the session,
and (iv) Background Information. The Basic Points are designed to be
easily transferable to an overhead to facilitate the presentation of the
information to the participants . The Background Information provides
detailed information about the issues and points to be covered during the
module.

Finally, a separate section called "Making Final Plans", included atthe
endof the materials, is perhaps the most useful and practical section in the
Manual. Under the heading "Considering Group Dynamics", this section
identifies issues and areas of potential difficulties that facilitators may
encounter. For example, the problem of how to handle participants who
resist the results ofthe numerous studies and reports documenting women's
inequality in the legal profession and insist that the facilitator "prove it" is
discussed.

A"Questions and Answers" section is also included to address questions
facilitators might typically face . This section is organized under the following
headings : (a) Client Concerns; (b) Nature of Profession ; (c) Costs of
Accommodation; (d) Sexual Harassment ; (e) Alternate Work Arrangements ;
(f) Concepts ofEquality/Ethics . Finally, two separate appendices are provided
withthe Manual. AppendixIcontains reprints oforiginalletters and attachments
fromeachprovincialjurisdiction concerning (i) thehumanrights legislation and
jurisprudence related to equality ; (ii) the code ofprofessional conduct; (iii) the
applicability ofhuman rights law to the legal profession, andiv)researchto date
onequalityinthe legalprofession .AppendixII,entitled "AdditionalReferences"
provides suggested overheads, suggestions for workshops, a checklist on
conducting a seminar on equality and other relevant information such as
statistics from the Federation ofLaw Societies whichshows participation rates
by sex.

The authors identify and draw attention to some aspects of multiple
discrimination where possible . However, in my view, these issues are not
adequately dealt with. While the authors claim that this Manual is a "work in
progress", it is evident that the Task Force Report, which this Manual draws
heavily from, was flawed due to its inattention to these issues . The authors of
the Manual acknowledge that Aboriginal women, Women of Colour, women
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with disabilities and lesbians "experience discrimination because of race,
disabilityandsexualpreference/orientation aswell as sex-baseddiscrimination .
For many women, these forms of discrimination are entangled, and produce
unique experiences which do not fall into the neatly divided categories of
discrimination crafted to date."11 The authors also note that the CBA has
recognized the need to examine all forms of discrimination in the legal
profession andthata StandingCommitteeonEquality has amandateto examine
issues related to discriminationbased on race, disability and sexual orientation.
This is welcome news and must continue in earnest. Some of this important
work is currently underway, for example, "[i]ssues of race discrimination,
including the inter-relation of race with other forms of discrimination, are
currently under review by the CBA's Working Group on Racial Equality in the
Legal Profession."12

Much more attention should have been paid to issues of discrimination on
the basis of race, sexual orientation and disability, and their intersection with
gender, in these materials . Once the work of the CBA Committees studying
issues of multiple discrimination is complete, it is crucial that the CBA revise
this Manual to incorporate a much fuller discussion of these important and
complex issues .

It may have been helpful if more information was included in the Manual
about the way in which adults learn. Reference is made to the fact that one of
the difficulties in conducting educational sessions for members of the legal
profession is that they are lawyers and adult learners . It may have been
helpful to include an article written by experts in the field of adult
education, to help the facilitator better understand the dynamics of adult
learners . It might also have been helpful to include information about how
to help people examine their values and beliefs, particularly about diversity
in the workplace, during an educational session of this nature . Profound
changes in attitudes, values and beliefs is required of the members of the
legal profession in order to meet the challenges posed by equality-seekers,
and tools and techniques to help participants do this would have added to
the strength of the materials .

Overall, this Manual is a well-researched, well-organized, practical
tool for facilitators taking on the daunting challenge of educating members
of the legal profession about some aspects of women's inequality . Its major
weakness is the lack ofadequate attention paid to equality issues related to
race, disability, sexual orientation and their intersection with issues of
gender.

I I
Ibid. at v.

I2Ibid. at Vi.
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TheAnnotated Construction Contract (CCDC2 =1994).

By HARVEY J. KIRSH ANDLORIA. ROTH.
Aurora: Canada Low Book. ($65.00) .

Reviewed by:JohnG. Davies

TheAnnotated Construction (CCDC2-1994) by Harvey Kirsh and Lori Roth
is a comprehensive and detailed source of reference for all participants in the
constructionindustry, whethertheybe architects,engineers, contractors, owners
or their lawyers. It contains the summaries of over six hundred selected
Canadian court decisions reported between 1963 and mid-1996. Thebook is
organized in an easy-to-reference format with context that directly relates to
each individual part, general condition and definition of the latest stipulated
price Canadian Standard Construction Document CCDC 2-1994. The text
is further supplemented with helpful editorial comments, a comprehensive
bibliography, the full text of the stipulated price contract, and the complete
wording ofthenewrules for MediationandArbitration ofCCDC 2Construction
Disputes .

Since many of the referenced case's were tried and reported prior to the
release ofthe latest standard form ofcontract, it is easy to see how evolving law
can influence the wording of such documents .

The reader quickly appreciates the wisdom of using standard
forms of contract whenever possible and the importance of resisting the
temptation to stray from the standard terminology continued in the
documents. Consistent use of standard forms minimizes exposure to
potential litigation .

Some disturbing concepts are also raised in the book, particularly those
relating to the duties and activities ofconsultants during the construction phase.
Terms like "approve", "properly inspect", (architects having an) "obligation to
supervise" abound . Althoughthestandardconsulting andconstruction contracts
currently use the softer term "review", it is to be hoped that suchfindings by the
courts are not harbingers of a colder, harder and less forgiving trend to visit
stricter, andperhaps unachievable, duties of care on professionals during the
construction phase.

By far the most common causes of action arise out of issues relating to
defective work, payment and liens, and changes in the work. This book
responds byofferingaproportionately larger (94,79 and 138 cases respectively)
selection of cited cases addressing these particular issues .

* JohnG. Davies, ofthe Canadian Construction DocumentsCommittee, Toronto, Ontario.
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With the growing popularity ofAlternative Dispute Resolution (ADR),
TheCanadian Construction DocumentsCommittee (CCDC) has responded
by expanding its old ADRclause into a full-blown stepped ADR process,
supported by comprehensive rules for Mediation and Arbitration. Such
procedures are, for the most part, confidential, and therefore findings will
most likely never be reported . It is therefore even more important for
practitioners to be fully informed of the prevailing law on construction
issues .

I believe this book is an excellent first stop on the route to being
informed .

Mr. Kirsh and Ms. Roth are to be congratulated on their sterling effort .

La liberté d'expression entre l'art et le droit.

Par JEAN-FRANCOIS GAUDREAULT-DESBIENS.
Québec, P.U.L ., Liber, 1996,-299p. (30,00 $).

Compte rendu de Michel Lebel*

Voici un essaijuridique marqué par la modernité, le premierdu genre, nous
semble-t-il, publié au Québec . A partir d'un thème, à savoir comment la
liberté d'expression s'exerce dans le cadre de subventions accordées aux
artistes par le Conseil des arts du Canada, l'auteur s'interroge entre autres
sur le droit pour un artiste appartenant à un groupe majoritaire d'utiliser des
éléments appartenant à ungroupe ethnique minoritaire (certains reprocheront
à Gauguin de se servir de la culture tahitienne dans ses tableaux ou aux
artistes canadiens de s'inspirer sinon de copier des objets, des mythes ou
des thèmes des cultures autochtones) . L'auteur se demande aussi si le
Conseil des arts pourrait établir des critères particuliers pour l'octroi de
subventions aux artistes appartenant à des groupes minoritaires ou aux
autres artistes qui voudraient utiliserdes éléments des cultures minoritaires .
Cette thématique relativement précise permet aisément à M. Gaudreault-
Desbiens de s'interroger sur des grandes questions d'actualité tels la
censure, l'appropriation culturelle (éléments d'une culture minoritaire qui
peuvent être "volés" par un artiste du groupe majoritaire dominant), le

* Michel Lebel, du Départementdes sciences juridiques, Université du Québec, Montréal,
Québec .
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phénomène identitaire (l'attachement préférentiel à un groupe selon ses
caractéristiques sexuelles, culturelles, religieuses ou autres plutôt qu'à la
société civiledans son ensemble), l'obscénité, le multiculturalisme, l'égalité
et la démocratie . On le voit bien, le titre du volume déborde son cadre
relativement étroit, ce qui ne fait qu'ajouter à son intérêt et au plaisir de la
lecture. Le chapitre le plus substantiel au plan juridique est sans aucun
doute le sixième, intitulé : La Charte et la liberté d'expression (pp. 161-
231) . A l'aide des arrêts Keegstra, Taylor et Butler, l'auteur s'arrête aux
questions de l'obscénité etde la propagande haineuse en regard de la liberté
d'expression mais aussi en regard des droits à l'égalité garantis à l'article
15 de la Charte canadienne des droits et libertés . M. Gaudreault-Desbiens,
tout en soutenant que le droit égalitaire est perméable à l'ensemble des
droits et libertés garantis par la Charte, précise bien dans son analyse qu'il
ne faut pas fusionner la liberté d'expression et l'article 15 . Chacun a son
rôle, la liberté d'expression devant garder essentiellement un contenu
négatifen limitant le plus possible les censures de l'État, tandis que le droit
égalitaire devant plutôt servir à sauvegarder des mesures protégeant
des groupes contre des expressions particulièrement abjectes et
préjudiciables . En d'autres termes et de façon bien schématique, la liberté
d'expression viserait plutôt l'individu, tandis que le droit égalitaire serait
surtout concerné par le groupe, ce que ne dément certainement pas la
jurisprudence de la Cour suprême. Il faut ajouter que la même garantie peut
être obtenue grâce à l'application contextuelle et modulée de l'article 1 de
la Charte, lequel laisse uneassez grande marge de manoeuvre auxpouvoirs
publics, permettant à ceux-ci de tempérer certains excès possibles dans
l'expression .

L'auteur constate qu'en règle générale la Cour suprême s'est bien
acquittée de sa tâche d'interpréter la liberté d'expression et le droit
égalitaire et le lien à établir entre les deux garanties . La Cour, en matière
de liberté d'expression, n'a pas adopté la position absolutiste de son
homologue des États-Unis et elle a plutôt manifesté de la déférence à
l'égard de certaines mesures de protection limitant l'expression pour
le plus grand bénéfice de groupes vulnérables. Nous partageons cette
analyse et nous pensons comme ce juriste du Québec que cette attitude
mesurée du plus hauttribunal du pays est tout à sonhonneur. Lesjugements
de la Cour pourraient sans doute être souvent plus concis, mais il
demeure que des questions importantes et complexes relatives à la liberté
d'expression et au droit à l'égalité peuvent rarement se régler en un tour de
main!

Comme bien des arrêts de la Cour suprême, l'essai de M. Gaudreault-
Desbiens est fort dense mais nuancé . Réflexions philosophiques, éthiques
et littéraires et références à des oeuvres d'art s'y trouvent en abondance.
Enfin à l'instar de l'auteur, nous nous opposons également à toute forme
d'intégrisme culturel, préférant que l'art se nourrisse de toutes les avenues,
admettant la censurequedans des rarissimes cas, tout en reconnaissant que
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des artistes appartenant àun groupe minoritaire peuvent avoir besoin, dans
certains cas, d'une protection différente de celle de la majorité . Bref tout
juriste intéressé par les grands débats contemporains devrait lire le livre de
M. Gaudreault-Desbiens . Nul doute qu'il y trouvera ample matière à
réflexion et à discussion.
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